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S ince its inception, the semiconductor industry has used
a physical dimension (the minimum gate length of a
transistor) as a means to gauge continuous technology
advancement. This metric is all but obsolete today.
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As a replacement, we propose a den-
sity metric, which aims to capture how
advances in semiconductor device tech-
nologies enable system-level benefits. The
proposed metric can be used to gauge
advances in future generations of semi-
conductor technologies in a holistic way,
by accounting for the progress in logic,
memory, and packaging/integration tech-
nologies simultaneously.

I. B A C K G R O U N D
Starting in the 1960s, the semiconduc-
tor industry has used the lateral physical
dimension of a key minimum-size feature
(the transistor gate length) as a label to
denote the progress from one generation
of manufacturing technology to the next.
This label, known as the node number,
has shrunk from micrometer size in the
1980s to single-digit nanometer size today.
Driven by competitive marketing in the
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most recent decade, this label has
become decoupled from, and can be
several times smaller than, the actual
minimum gate length, while it
also fails to convey other essential
characteristics of the technology.
Moreover, similar logic technolo-
gies from different semiconductor
manufacturers have been branded
with different node labels, thus
creating further confusion. Perhaps
equally important, the single-digit
nanometer label for the next node
in development (3 nm) is the size
of only about a dozen atoms. This
gives the false impression that the
semiconductor technology will soon
reach a barrier it cannot surmount.
Yet, it is a foregone conclusion that
the semiconductor industry will
continue to make progress because
there are still many ways to advance
semiconductor technology beyond
2-D miniaturization and also because
societal demand for more capable
electronic systems is insatiable. Thus,
it is time for the semiconductor
industry to adopt a new metric
that properly denotes semicon-
ductor manufacturing technology
advancements. The use of this new
metric will allow industry, research
institutes, academic researchers,
students, funding agencies, and
government policymakers to recog-
nize, project, and plan for continued
technological progress.

II. R AT I O N A L E F O R A
N E W M E T R I C
Semiconductor technology has
advanced exponentially for more than
five decades, driven by a self-fulfilling
prophecy known as Moore’s law [1].
In 1965, Gordon Moore observed that
the number of transistors in an inte-
grated circuit doubles with each new
generation of technology. Since 1971
(the Intel 4004 microprocessor [2]),
the transistor size has been shrunk
down in the 2-D plane of the chip
roughly by 1000-fold and the number
of transistors on a single 2-D chip

has increased by about 15 million
times [3]. The metric that has been
used to gauge this phenomenal
progress in integration density has
been primarily the minimum physical
gate length of the transistors on the
chip. This physical dimension (also
known as the node number [4]) has
been used as a label to characterize
the semiconductor manufacturing
technology.

The most advanced technology in
high-volume manufacturing today is
known as the 7-nm node, and the
5-nm node is slated to enter high-
volume manufacturing within a year.
As such, we will soon run out of
nanometers for naming future gener-
ations of technologies.1 This gives the
false impression that semiconductor
technology is reaching physical limits
and will no longer be a contributor to
future advancements in information
technology and electronic systems.
It is certainly true that the 2-D
miniaturization will eventually reach
a limit (the size of an atom, and likely
well before that), and some argue
that progress in 2-D miniaturization
is already slowing [5]. At the same
time, it is also true that continuous
improvement of semiconductor tech-
nology can (and will) be obtained by
many other means—new approaches
that are already being investigated
[6]–[11] (3-D integration being
a prominent example) and new
approaches that are yet to be
invented.

Notably, since the mid-1990s,
the node number that signifies the
technology generation has been
decoupled from the physical transistor
gate length that was used to identify
a technology. The adoption of
“equivalent scaling” [12] since the
2000s has further decoupled the
essence of a technology from physical

1The use of angstrom or picometer does not
substantially change the picture as it further
decouples the name from the essential attributes
of the technology as the number approaches the
size of atoms.

dimensions inside a chip. More
recently, design-technology co-opti-
mization (DTCO) has played a
significant role at each technology
generation [13] and basically renders
the node number a somewhat
arbitrary name—similar to the
model name of a computer—that is
unrelated to the essential attributes
of the technology [14]. Because
the label that describes a technol-
ogy node is decoupled from the
essential attributes of that node,
the semiconductor industry and its
research and development community
urgently need a simple and rational
metric to better characterize future
generations of semiconductor tech-
nologies that are increasingly complex
and nuanced.

III. L O G I C , M E M O R Y,
C O N N E C T I V I T Y ( L M C )
M E T R I C
Improved semiconductor device den-
sity directly translates into benefits for
more advanced computing systems—
the primary driver for progress in
semiconductor technology. Thus,
we propose the use of the following
three-part number as a metric
to gauge advancement of future
semiconductor technologies: [DL,
DM , DC], where DL is the density
of logic transistors (in #/mm2), DM

is the bit density of main memory
(currently the off-chip DRAM density,
in #/mm2), and DC is the density
of connections between the main
memory and logic (in #/mm2).
As an example, today’s leading edge
technologies that are published in
the literature [15]–[17] can be
characterized by [38M, 383M, 12K].
As another example, 3-D stacking of
multiple logic and memory dies can
increase DL, DM , and DC .

Fig. 1 shows the historical logic,
memory, and interconnect density
trends. In Fig. 1(a), transistor density
is simply given by the number
of transistors divided by the die
area. However, more sophisticated
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Fig. 1. Historical density trends. (a) Transistor density (from https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transistor_count) given by the number of

transistors divided by chip area and SRAM bit density (data compiled by Fiona Wang of Stanford University�). (b) DRAM bit density (data

compiled by Haitong Li of Stanford University�). (c) Interconnect density between memory and logic (data compiled by Doug Yu of TSMC).
�The data is available at permanent link https://purl.stanford.edu/jj585np1768. Current, up-to-date data can be accessed at https://nano.

stanford.edu/technology-integration-trend

proposals to calculate the transistor
density, such as using a weighted
average of logic gate density (based
on the frequency of use of various
gates in a typical chip design), have
been made as well [14]. Fig. 1 also
shows that the number of transistors
and SRAM bits per mm2 have been
following a very similar trend.
The historical trend of dynamic
random access memory (DRAM) bit
density is shown in Fig. 1(b). The
averaged improvement rate over
the years is comparable to the DL

improvement. DRAM has been the
main memory for computing systems
and, as of now, represents the DM

component of the system metric.
In a future scenario where alternative
memory technologies (e.g., emerging
nonvolatile memory [18]) are used,
DM can seamlessly correspond to the
bit density of such new memory acting
as the main memory. The interconnect
density between (on-chip) logic
and (off-chip) main memory can
be considered as representative
of logic to memory connectivity.
Fig. 1(c) shows the density of off-chip
interconnects associated with various
packaging technologies. These density
values can be used as proxies that
correlate with the DC component of
LMC metric. However, to be general,

DC does not necessarily have to reflect
connectivity to off-chip memory. In
a scenario where the main memory
can be integrated on-chip as the logic,
the connectivity between logic and
on-chip memory can become very
important from a system perspective
and can also be expressed with DC.
Compared to DL and DM, the progress
in DC has been characterized by
somewhat discrete jumps as new
technologies are introduced. The
advancement of this memory to logic
connectivity has gained significant
momentum in the last decade through
substantial improvements in the 2.5-D
and 3-D packaging techniques [17].

Fig. 2. Balance of resources in computing systems. (a) DRAM capacity versus transistor count (data compiled by Mohamed Sabry Aly of

Nanyang Technological University and Wei-Chen (Harry) Chen of Stanford University�). (b) Bandwidth versus DRAM capacity for GPUs (data

compiled by Wei-Chen (Harry) Chen of Stanford University and Kerem Akarvardar�). These trends suggest that a balanced growth between

logic, memory, and connectivity has been an implicit guide for computing system optimization. �The data is available at permanent link

https://purl.stanford.edu/jj585np1768. Current, up-to-date data can be accessed at https://nano.stanford.edu/technology-integration-trend
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Note that DC is the interconnection
density between the main memory
and the logic circuits, regardless
of whether such connection is
made by 2.5-D, 3-D, monolithic 3-D
integration, or other techniques that
may be developed in the future.

These three components of the sys-
tem metric contribute to the over-
all speed and energy efficiency of
computing systems. Historical data
in Fig. 2 show a correlated growth
in logic, memory, and connectivity,
which suggests a balanced increase of
DL, DM, and DC for the decades to
come. This balance is implicit in com-
puter architectures [6] and allows the
improvement of overall system perfor-
mance in an optimal fashion. Fig. 2(a)
shows the DRAM capacity versus the
number of transistors for computing
systems of various degrees of com-
plexity, from mobile/desktop proces-
sors all the way up to the world’s
fastest supercomputers. We note that
the aforementioned logic to mem-
ory balance holds across eight orders
of magnitude change in the transis-
tor count and main memory capacity,
the slope of the best fitting line to data
being close to 1.

Providing adequate connectivity
(bandwidth) between main mem-
ory and logic is essential; otherwise,
the speed and energy efficiency of
computing systems would be severely
limited by memory access. This mem-
ory access challenge is already evident
in today’s computational workloads
and systems [6]. The widespread
adoption of high-bandwidth memory
(HBM) [19] despite its relatively high
cost indicates how crucial the connec-
tivity is. Indeed, the historical band-
width versus memory capacity trend
for desktop GPUs in Fig. 2(b) also sug-
gests a balanced growth between the
memory capacity and the bandwidth,
which is proportional to the number
of physical connections (bus width)
between logic and memory. As clock
frequencies saturate due to power
limitations [20], bandwidth improve-
ments may increasingly rely upon
the density of connections between

logic and memory. Depending on the
system design and cost–performance
tradeoff, the density of physical con-
nections between logic and main
memory, DC, varies by orders of mag-
nitude: from printed circuit boards to
interposers, then to chip-to-wafer and
wafer-to-wafer direct bonding, and
finally to ultradense interlevel vias in
a monolithic 3-D integrated chip stack
in the future.

IV. B E N E F I T S T O T H E
S E M I C O N D U C T O R
I N D U S T R Y
This more comprehensive LMC
density metric [DL, DM , DC] can
be used to capture the essential
technical attributes of semiconductor
technologies that are becoming
increasingly complex and nuanced.
While companies may continue to
use their preferred labels to market
their technologies, the LMC density
metric can serve as a common
language to gauge technology
advances among semiconductor
manufacturers for their customers
and other parties to facilitate clear
communication. This metric accounts
for the benefits that come from
the integration of logic, memory,
and connectivity into a system.
In addition to being consistent
with historical trends and our
intuition about computing systems,
the LMC density metric is applicable
and extensible to future logic,
memory, and packaging/integration
technologies.

Technology providers and
researchers may address one or more
of the components of the LMC
metric. Companies providing end
products, such as domain-specific
hardware accelerators, may choose
to mention all three components to
describe the specific logic, memory,
and packaging technology that are
marshaled to build the latest model
of their products. This three-pronged
metric directly connects the device
technology advances to system-level
benefits in a comprehensive fashion

while acknowledging the synergy
between various components. For
instance, a semiconductor technology
featuring 3-D packaging that stacks
multiple logic and memory dies would
have a commensurately increased
DL and DM, thus showcasing the
progress versus another possible
product employing the same logic
and memory technologies but not
featuring 3-D die stacking. Similar
to technology companies, businesses,
consumers, and government agen-
cies are likely to find this more
comprehensive description of the
state of a given semiconductor
technology useful and convenient.
Most importantly, the use of this
LMC density metric takes the
semiconductor industry out of the
quandary of using the vanishing
nanometer as a label to describe
advancements in semiconductor
technology that will remain very
important to society for a very long
time to come.
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